
Mind the Gap: closing the risk of data loss across 
multiple cloud builds

We use and share information between and across services. How do tech providers ensure complete availability across 
platforms and services?

Executive summary

A senior cybersecurity executive makes the case that we’re all hybrid cloud 
users (and providers), and urges businesses to be mindful of gaps between 
systems that co-handle data and user experience.

It’s no longer news that businesses large and small are driven by the way their customers 
expect to engage with them, and the multiple methods and channels they do so are driven 
by one thing – data.
 Think of Facebook, one of the most successful companies on the planet that doesn’t 
actually publish or own any thing. But with its staggering appetite for content, data is the 
lifeblood of the company’s revenue.
 The rest of us have no choice but to adopt the same stance. Your customers expect to 
use your service their way no matter what the network or platform and to let them, you must 
recruit or build countless cloud services to support that access. By default, we’re all hybrid 
cloud users.
 With so many clouds in the mix of supplying your service, that makes hosting, delivering 
and securing your and your customers’ data across networks priority number one, which 
means your IT policies should be led by a data availability plan.
 At Veeam we found that the ‘Availability Gap’, the cost of downtime or lost information 
when it isn’t secured or guaranteed by redundancy, averaged $28m per company. Good 
luck writing that off and keeping customers or investors happy. n
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Brief:

A cybersecurity and disaster recovery provider had a paid editorial piece 
appearing in the media to highlight the need for data availability.

Deliverable:

A very short, very punch media article of only 200 words designed to shock 
the reader about the steep costs of lost data or downtime.
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